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NAAFE 2007 Forum Participants



Participants were greeted by welcoming 
signs at the airport.



Once you figure out the system,it's easy to 
find your way in Merida.



NAAFE Presidents dining in one of Merida's 
many excellent restaurants



Lee Anderson and Rita Curtis 
enjoying local fare



Yucatecan cuisine features seafood, local 
fruits and vegetables, and a variety of herbs 

and spices to please everyone.



Merida boasts beautiful colonial architecture.



Colonial buildings in Merida have been 
converted to modern uses.



Yucatan destinations



The NAAFE Board met to review progress 
and set goals for our next two years.



Board member and Forum Organizer Juan Carlos 
Seijo generously hosted the NAAFE Board lunch.



The beach beckoned but the 
Board worked on...



…discussing the state of fisheries 
economics in North America.



New NAAFE Board member Rita Curtis



Friendly local personalities 
made the work go faster.



Sheila Anderson is very fortunate that it’s 
not easy to import a puppy.



Board members Walt Keithly, Rashid Sumaila, and 
Dan Huppert relaxing after a long day's work.



The NAAFE Board and Director
back row, left to right: outgoing Treasurer Walt Keithly, incoming President Elect Lee 

Anderson, incoming Treasurer Rashid Sumaila. 
Front row, left to right: Incoming Board member Rita Curtis, Director Ann Shriver, 

incoming President-elect Dan Huppert, outgoing President Ralph Townsend, Board 
member and Forum Organizer Juan Carlos Seijo



NAAFE Board and Director, II



Participants took advantage of the 
opportunity to visit local sites such as 

Chichen Itza



Local flora I



Fierce Toltec ball-players lost their heads.



Walkway at Chichen Itza



Local flora II



Juan Carlos Seijo, Jon Sutinen, Dan Holland and 
wife Anne enjoyed the reception on the Fiesta 

Balcony.



Charming traditional dancers provided 
entertainment.



IIFET President Cathy Roheim, Scott 
Matulich and others enjoyed the reception.



Young dancers demonstrated  Mayan and 
colonial traditions.



Our hosts, Universidad Marista de Merida, 
provided warm hospitality.



This new University was built by former Rector 
Juan Carlos Seijo and displays climate-appropriate 

and beautiful architecture,



including the oval UMM library. 



UMM offered breakfast 
each morning on arrival.



Board members Walt Keithly (Louisiana State 
University) and Rashid Sumaila (University of 

British Columbia)



Ann Shriver and Ralph Townsend prepare 
to begin the Forum.



Forum Organizer Juan Carlos Seijo 
welcomed participants.



Jon Sutinen gave a keynote address on 
“Socioeconomics and the Ecosystem Approach to 

Management of Marine Resources”.



NAAFE President Ralph Townsend addressed participants 
on fisheries economists’ potential contributions to 

“Thinking Beyond ITQs”.



Ecosystem management was 
an important theme of the Forum.



Gor Ruseski represented the Canadian 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans.



Jim Anderson (University of Rhode Island) 
contributed ideas on markets for aquaculture 

products.



Greg Schneider, Lee Anderson, and Ralph 
Townsend at breakfast.



Gil Sylvia (Oregon State University) and Lew Q 
(NOAA) enjoying papaya and other local 

delicacies.



Gunnar Knapp putting finishing touches on, 
Michael Harte helping.



Energetic and interesting “Just in Time”
presentations have become a hallmark of 

Professor Knapp’s style.



Walt Keithly, Scott Matulich, and others 
appreciated the variety of presentations on the 

economics of fisheries management.



Dan Huppert (right) appreciated the fact that Anthony Cox came from 
the OECD in Paris to organize the Forum’s closing session on future 

policy challenges for North American fisheries management.



Lee Anderson (University of Delaware) and Jim Wilen (UC 
Davis) discussed the potential for rights-based recreational 

fishery management.



Tony Charles, IIFET’s President-Elect, took 
home lessons for IIFET 2008 Vietnam.



Marty Smith of Duke University led a pre-Forum workshop on spatial 
modelling for fishery management, and presented on “life history” and 

discrete choice models and effects of hypoxia on productivity.



Cathy Roheim, URI, presented research on 
market-based measures’ role in promoting 

sustainable fisheries.



NOAA’s Greg Schneider contributed to panel 
discussions on subsidies and challenges for North 

American fisheries management.



The topic “trade, traceability, and marketing of 
fisheries and aquaculture” products attracted a 

large audience.



Ted McConnell, Univ. of Maryland, discussed 
household preferences for ecolabels for fish.



Environmental Defense’s Vishwanie Maharaj
organized special sessions on the economics of 

recreational fishery management.



Gunnar Knapp, Gil Sylvia, and Ragnar Tveteras 
reflected on aquaculture developments.



A new kind of modelling for Lee Anderson, 
who is sporting the newest in NAAFE-wear.



Participants, including NOAA economists Charles Fulcher
and Scott Steinbeck,  were treated to an excellent tour of 

UMM’s experimental farm by Juan Carlos.



Integrated aquaculture and ducky-culture



Winnie Ryan and others enjoyed viewing the 
agricultural experiments.



UMM’s Prof. Marcelo Araneda explaining 
shrimp experiments.



Freshwater shrimp grown in tanks at UMM



The UMM farm also researches traditional 
Mayan methods of beekeeping.



UMM students participate fully in 
agricultural research.



The sun never sets on UMM’s hospitality.



NAAFE incoming President-elect Dan Huppert, outgoing 
President Ralph Townsend, and incoming President Lee 

Anderson share a tequila toast with Forum Organizer Juan 

Carlos Seijo at the Forum’s elegant banquet.



Director Ann Shriver shared the Forum banquet 
experience with daughter Elana Lev.



Mouth-watering local fish prepared in Mayan style 
graced the banquet tables.



Dan Huppert (UW) and Michael Harte (OSU) 
enjoying Yucatecan hospitality



Brad Gentner (NOAA),Scott Steinbeck and 
colleagues appreciated both the fish and the 

appropriate vintages.



Lee Anderson and Walt Keithly



Cindy Thomson, NOAA



David Carter (NOAA), his bride Luz Gomez, and fisheries 
economist in training,  Ilan, (-4 months) enjoyed the 

Banquet.



who greatly appreciated the hacienda 
hospitality.



UMM staff K. Zeravica, K. Barrera, M. Soberanis and L. 
Segovia were instrumental in ensuring the excellence of 

every detail of Forum organization.



Minling Pan, Kathryn Bisack, and 
Ted McConnell



The excellent cuisine brought smiles to the faces 
of Josh Abbott, and Dan Holland and wife Anne.



Cathy Roheim, URI



Gina Shamshak, Jim Anderson, Marty Smith 
and Jim Wilen



Lew and Susan Quierolo toasting to the 
Forum’s success



Although it is not native to the Yucatan, the tequila 
for post-prandial toasting was enjoyed by all.



Even gourmet Chris Anderson of URI was satisfied 
with the excellence of the Yucatecan cuisine!



UMM hosted a post-conference visit to a 
marine reserve near the fishing town 

of San Felipe.



Participants rode small boats to snorkel and 
view islands and wildlife.



Lee Anderson fixing flippers



Ralph Townsend



Pelicans were everywhere



sharing the Gulf of Mexico’s bounty.



San Felipe’s small fishing boat fleet shares docks with 
tourist boats. Some fishermen have found new avenues of 

employment helping to manage the reserve.



This monument expresses the traditional 
importance of fishing



in San Felipe and nearby villages.



Fishermen sorting their catch



Lee Anderson with some of the day's catch.



A little undersized, maybe?



San Felipe’s fishermen give new meaning to 
the term “on-board processing”.



This San Felipe restaurant provided an 
outstanding lunch of local seafood.



We worked up a thirst out on the water 
throughout the morning.



Linabel Segovia and her husband Simon 
organized the tour.



Ralph and Lee enjoyed the food and a frank 
and fair exchange of views.



Hiro Uchida, Cathy Roheim, and friends in 
San Felipe.



Lunch began with an appetizer of ceviche



and continued with a main course of 
traditionally roasted fish.



After lunch, participants enjoyed their 
discussion with local fisherman.



The restuarant had a beautiful thatched 
"palapa" style roof.



The entire day was a perfect end to an unforgettable 
Yucatecan experience for which all participants expressed 

sincere gratitude.
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